
FLOURISH, FAIRFIELD!
Learn about a new, ethical, and enlightened model 

for business, government or any organization.

Two free public presentations:

Tuesday, January 28th   7:30pm
Thursday, January 30th  7:30pm

Fairfield Arts and Convention Center 
FlourishFairfield@gmail.com            FlourishFairfield.com

Foster Gamble is the creator of the inspiring movie, “Thrive” and leader of the Thrive 
Movement – one of the most innovative strategies aimed at worldwide peace and prosperity.  
 

After reading Bob Podolsky’s book “Flourish!”, Foster said: “Wow... Execellent job... I feel like 
I have found a true ally.”
 

Note: Foster Gamble will participate via videoconference link.

FOSTER GAMBLE - Producer of “THRIVE” Movie

“The Titanian Octologue offers a new “bottom up” model for organizing people that is highly 
ethical and values feedback. It also eliminates hierarchy and bureacracy. Applied in business, 
this model results in much higher employee satisfaction and greater profits.  Applied in 
government this model will result in highly ethical actions and will produce a more peaceful 
and environmentally friendly world.”
Clyde Cleveland, author of Common Sense Revisited and Restoring the Heart of America,  
co-founder of the County Sheriff Project, and lifelong entrepreneur, educator and activist.

CLYDE CLEVELAND - Environmental Entrepreneur and Author

Bob Podolsky worked with John David Garcia to create highly ethical and creative 
organizations in groups of 8 known as the Octologue. More than 30 years ago Bob started 
asking himself what would be required for humanity to THRIVE and FLOURISH? Bob 
Podolsky is a physicist, systems analyst, master psychotherapist, visionary and author of seven 
books on ethics law and government. Bob brings a SOLUTION based strategy for  
self-governance AND self awareness.

BOB PODOLSKY - Visionary, Physicist, and Psychotherapist

 Titanian Octalogues are a powerful new way to maximize your creativity and enhance your life by 
organizing and operating cooperative voluntary associations for any ethical purpose.  A core Octalogue 
groups starts with 8±1 members with men and women in equal numbers (±1), and contracts with other 
Octologues. Octologue core values include Creativity, Love, Awareness, Objective Truth, Personal 
Evolution, and their logical equivalents.  Octalogues are non-hierarchic and non-bureaucratic, encourage 
and use all available feedback, and are constrained to make only unanimous decisions. Octologues are 
ideally suited for business, government, or any organization seeking an ethical, “bottom up” structure.


